
The myth of easy 
revision



“Will the test be hard sir?”



“Not if you know 
the answers!”



World Cup Trivia

Why have I told you 
this?

There is a link….

…kind of....

…but later!



Setting the Scene:



Setting the Scene:

All teachers have been there. 



Setting the Scene:

You are outside the exam hall, the day of the 
exam has finally arrived and up walks one of 
your beloved students, looking awful.



Setting the Scene:

Bleary eyed, hair all over the place, often 
clutching an energy drink in one hand and pages 
of highlighted key facts in the other.



Setting the Scene:

Uh oh!



Setting the Scene:

Proudly he or she will announce…. 



Setting the Scene:

“I was up until 4.30am last night re-reading my 
notes….



Setting the Scene:

….I’m so ready!”

Disaster!



Revision Techniques:

highlighting

Re-reading key 
facts

Copying out notes

Late night, last 

minute cramming



Revision Techniques:

Many of the traditional revision techniques 
students revert to just don’t work:

In isolation they are among some of the least 
effective revision techniques.

on their 
own!

I repeat: on their own!

These are the techniques that are often 
mistakenly encouraged.



Revision Techniques:

Students resorting to these techniques 
consistently struggle to actually retain the key 
information they were supposed to be studying.



UCLA report on the impact of revision found:

Revision Techniques:

• Much like cramming, these techniques feel
like they are working. It is easy to 
“remember” a key fact when you are reading 
it.



UCLA report on the impact of revision found:

Revision Techniques:

• It is easy to “know” the definition of a word 
as you are highlighting it.



UCLA report on the impact of revision found:

Revision Techniques:

• Essentially students are being tricked into 
thinking that the revision techniques that 
made “remembering” easy, must be the best 
ones.



UCLA report on the impact of revision found:

Revision Techniques:

• This “remembering” is short-term and 
superficial.

• Rendering ‘easy revision’ as nothing but a 
myth.



Remember this number:

34523889077127684



Remember these objects:



Short term memory:



Short term memory:

7 items
Holds it 
for just 
minutes



Memory:



So how can we help our highlighter dependent 
students?



To really learn something:

Students must transfer information from 
their working or short-term (where it is 
consciously processed) to long-term memory 
(where it can be stored and later retrieved)



Committing something to our long-term 
memory is not easy,



Committing something to our long-term 
memory is not easy, and so definitely 
shouldn’t feel easy.



A brain is constantly being bombarded with 
information about its surroundings.



Most things a brain experiences are not worth 
committing to long-term memory, and as so are 
forgotten within a few seconds.



To embed something in our long-term memory
we need to revisit it multiple times,

So re-reading notes isn’t a complete waste of time!



To embed something in our long-term memory 
we need to revisit it multiple times,
but we also need to engage our long-term 
memory in the process.

So re-reading notes isn’t a complete waste of time!



The key thing to remember here is:

• A student's long term memory will absolve 
itself of any responsibility for remembering a 
fact if it isn’t ever being asked to recall it!



Can you remember the long number from earlier?

Can you remember the objects in the picture?

34523889077127684



Good revision (or good learning):

Lots of studies have told that the following 
really do work:

• Spaced practice - spacing out studying the 
same information over time, i.e. not cramming!

• Retrieval practice - practising bringing 
information to mind, rather than re-reading 
information over and over again, or doing a 
shallow task such as copying out notes.



Students will need helping creating revision 
timetables that allow them to revisit topics at 
regular intervals.

Good revision (or good learning):



Good revision (or good learning):

Spaced practice is not always fun.

Revisiting a topic after you’ve started to forget 
it is much more frustrating that revisiting a 
topic when it is still fresh in your mind.

If it is easy, you are doing it wrong.

Bjork describes this as: “desirable 
difficulty”



Good revision (or good learning):

“desirable difficulty”

Your long-term memory is 
designed to ignore most 
information passing 
through your brain. Forcing
it to notice the important 
content you are trying to 
learn is hard work.



Good revision (or good learning):

Retrieval:
Students need to be taught how to practice retrieving 
information from their memory:

• Flash cards
• Ask a parent to test them i.e. key word 

definitions
• Low stake quizzes
• Talk to family members about what they are 

learning  and try to apply this to a context
• Practice exam questions
• Create a pneumonic or story to visually link 

facts and content and then re-tell that story
to another person.



There is no such thing as easy revision: it is a 
myth!

Spaced practice and retrieval practice are key 
to good learning habits and to storing 
information into your long-term memory.

World Cup trivia!



• Revision needs to be active
• If it is easy, you are doing it wrong
• Start early: little and often
• Don’t revise information you have recently 

covered in lessons
• Space out your revisiting of topics (get your 

teacher to help with this)
• Don’t always hide away in a bedroom: make 

your learning active (the retrieval bit!)

In summary:


